Portfolio Management - Index

Trust us to manage your risks

Maximising customer value while managing risks
The average market price is your maximum price. If our portfolio managers beat the market, we share the profit with you to
minimise your energy costs. You don’t have to worry about the timing. That’s maximising value while managing risks.
Why choose
Index?

Low risk

Market price or better

Minimize expenses

Strong track record

> We take the risk
and share the profit
50/50 with you.

> We hedge your consumption
before delivery - always at
market price or better.

> We share any profit
so you can minimise
your costs.

> We beat the market
price by an average of
7.2% from 2013-2018.

Your challenge

At Energi Danmark Securities, our skilled portfolio
managers spread your risk and have a strong record
in beating market price. We share the profit 50/50 with
you and you get a fixed price with low risk.

Our

Your electricity expenses can vary greatly from year to
year and budgeting with energy costs can be difficult.
Aiming for a low price is often tied to a great risk.

solution

With Index, we guarantee the market price as your maximum price and profit sharing if we perform better. This
means minimal risk for you and the opportunity to lower
your energy costs.
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For more information, please contact:
Jan Rigtrup
Director, Energi Danmark Securities
+45 35 44 04 09
jr@energidanmark.dk

We have indepth experience with the
complex and
volatile energy
markets.
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Price guarantee, possibility of extra earnings
and low risk:
We spread the risk
and share the profit!
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